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About Milestone
N

ature creates beauty

A Personalized Bathroom Product Company
Milestone was established in 2008, dedicated to be the professional supplier for
personalized bathroom products. At the very beginning, we purely act as a trading
company, mainly deal with various bathroom sinks made from natural stone like
marble, granite, traverine, limestone, onyx, sandstone etc.

In 2012, due to the increasing demand for chinese blue limestone wash basins, we
invested a factory in the origin of china bluestone quarry area Ji’Ning, Shandong
Province, to focus on the production of bluestone wash basins & tubs. 

In 2018,  we set up our own brand “Luckinbath”, which is a manufacturer brand for
natural and industrial style bathroom products including natural bluestone washbasins
and bathroom furnitures made from stainless steel and MDF/Wood. 

While there’s always new trends and fashion, even in the construction and decoration
industry. In recent years, concrete, terrazzo, stainless steel and more interesting
elements pop up in modern and minimalistic decoration room. In 2020, Milestone
catches the trends and cooperated with our stragetic partners to lauch concrete sinks,
terrazzo sinks, stainless steel sinks and composite stone sinks.

In the future, Milestone will integrated more unique and personalized elements.
Through continious integration and concentration, our vision is to become the only one
one-stop high end bathroom and home decor provider. 03



Milestone Timeline
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What We
Offer?
Bring Beauty & Eternity to Bathroom

Milestone International provides OEM & ODM
service for wash basins, sinks, shower trays, tubs
made from natural marble, travertine,  basalt,
onyx, bluestone, concrete, terrazzo, stainless
steel & composite stone...
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Nature stone was formed millions of years ago by mother of
nature.  In combination of traditional manufacture, each stone
basin is unique in the world.

White Series: Carrara White, Volakus White, China White

Natural Stone
Basin
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Most Popular Material For Stone Wash Basin

Black Series: Black Basalt, Nero Marquina
Beige Series: Travertine, Galala Beige

Others: Wooden Black, Wooden Grey, Emperador... 



Bluestone
Basin

Chinese Blue Limestone is also called Chinese
Bluestone, is a very popular and well-received
construction and decoration material due to it’s Non-
Radiating and Non-Toxic characteristic, especially in
European countries.

Nature Creates Beauty
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Concrete sink is made of Sand, Gravel, Concrete adhesive & Pigment.
By controlling the color of sand and the size of gravel to create much
new possibilities. The surface of a concrete sink product has
undergone a series of treatments, such as grind and polish. With Nano
Coating on the surface, concrete sink has a smooth touch. 

In addition to the classic cement gray color, the cement basin can
also be colorful.

Concrete Basin
Morning washing have never been this pleasing
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Terrazzo Basin

Terrazzo sink is like Concrete sink, made of all natural
material.  Abandoning traditional organic resins,
Terrazzo sink can replace traditional ceramic sink,
even natural stone sink. High-performance inorganic
block stone prepared by key technology, Terrazzo sink
is made of pure inorganic material to resistance to high
temperature. Terrazzo sink has the characteristics of
High glossness, High volume density, and good
pressure resistance. Terrazzo sink is colorful and has a
large selection space, no wax on the surface, good
texture.

The choice of tasteful people
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Stainless Steel
Basin

Stainless steel has been used for kitchen sink for hundreds of years
due to its durability, bacteria/corrosion/staining resistance and easy
cleaning.  Now plated with colorful colors, plus personalized design,
stainless steel offers more possibility for stylish bathroom.

Like hanging out in a luxurious palace
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Sintered
Stone Basin
& more are
coming...



Luckinbath is Milestone's own brand, which focus on
the natural and industrial bathroom. We feel deeply
that returning to nature is the nature of humankind.
So in Luckinbath, we mix up all the natural elements
like stone, wood, metal to create a natural, artisan
and free DIY bathroom style.

More and more products will be added into this brand.

Own Brand
"Luckinbath" 
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Our Factory Profile

Concrete  Basin FactoryBluestone Basin FactoryNatural Stone Basin Factory
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Location: Fujian Province
Area: 10,000 square meter
Workers: 20-30 People
Capacity: 3,000 basins per month
Advantaged Material: White Marble, Black
Basalt, Black Marble, Travertine

Location: Shandong Province
Area: 3,000 square meter
Workers: 10-20 People
Capacity: 2,000 basins per month
Advantaged Material: Bluestone, Blue
Limestone

Location: Guangdong Province
Area: 5,000 square meter
Workers: 20-30 People
Capacity: 3,000 basins per month
Advantaged Material: Concrete, Sandstone,
Terrazzo



Why Choose Us?
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Concentration

Professional

Trustable

Value Provider & Protector

Integration



Find us online
Facebook

@milestoneinternational

Linkedin

@milestoneinternational

Youtube

@milestoneinternational

Website

www.chinastonesinks.com
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Get in touch

info@milestoneintl.net

Website

www.chinastonesinks.com

Phone number

86-592 6152 100

For inquiries or anything under the sun

Get in touch

Milestone International

Address

Xiamen China 361021
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